2014-573

APPEAL PANEL DECISION FORM
I. CLAIMANT AND CLAIM INFORMATION
Last/Name of Business

First

Middle

Claimant Name
Claimant ID
Claim Type

Claim ID
Business Economic Loss

Law Firm

II. DECISION
Select the Compensation Amount set forth in either BP’s Final Proposal or the Claimant’s Final Proposal as the
final outcome on the claim and check the appropriate box to signify your decision.

BP’s Final Proposal

Claimant’s Final Proposal

Compensation Amount

$35,734

Risk Transfer Premium

.25

Prior Payment Offset

$0

Compensation Amount

$48,168.53

Risk Transfer Premium

.25

Prior Payment Offset

$0

III. PRIMARY BASIS FOR PANELIST DECISION
Please select the primary basis for your decision. You may also write a comment describing the basis for your
decision.

Error in documentation review.
Error in calculation.
Error in RTP multiplier.
Error in Prior Spill-Related Payment Amount.
No error.
Comment (optional):
See attached opinion uploaded in the portal.

DWH:
Claim ID:
Written Reasons and Opinion:
This is a BP appeal of a Business Economic Loss award to an individual who operates a
chiropractic clinic located in
Florida. BP alleges that the Claims Administrator
misapplied Policy 495 in evaluating the claim. It argues that, as a healthcare provider which is
paid by insurance carriers or other third parties, it often receives payment long after the services
are provided. Since Claimant keeps its books on a cash basis, it records revenue upon receipt of
payment. If not corrected, that has the potential to skew the financial data and result in an
artificially inflated award. Specifically, in this case, BP claims that Claimant’s financial data did
reveal unexplained revenue spikes which the Claims Administrator addressed with the Annual
Variable Margin Methodology (“AVM”) as opposed to the Professional Services Methodology
(“PSM”). In other words, it seeks a more perfect “matching.”
In response, Claimant points to the fact that its tax returns reflect an NAICS Code of 621310 and
describes his business activity on Schedule B as “Chiropractic.” The product or service listed on
each tax return is “Healthcare.” Policy 495 Attachment A contains the NAICS Codes assigned
to the matching framework. It does not list any “Healthcare” related industries, industry
subsections or NAICS Codes.1 Consequently, unless in the professional judgment of the Claims
Administrator there are factors that indicate revenues and expenses would be more sufficiently
matched by applying an alternative methodology, the Annual Variable Margin Methodology
should be utilized. Claimant asserts that the analysis of his financial records was thorough; that
the AVM method was followed to the letter; that it resulted in a sufficient matching of his
revenues and expenses; and that the award entered by the Claims Administrator was correct.
A careful examination of the record reveals the Claims Administrator found, using the criteria
established in Section I of Policy 495, that the claim was not sufficiently matched and,
considering Claimant’s business industry type, evaluated it under the Annual Variable Margin
Methodology set forth in Policy 495 Attachment B. The record evidences extensive contact with
and receipt of information from Claimant’s representatives. That documentation and information
was reviewed and then utilized, as reflected in the Claims Administrator’s Compensation
Calculation Schedules, in arriving at this award. There is nothing in the record which suggests
that this claim was not properly calculated pursuant to the requirements of Policy 495.
Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, the judgment and determination of the Claims
Administrator cannot be disturbed. Decision must be entered herein in favor of Claimant’s Final
Proposal.

Decision: September 25, 2014
1

This is not disputed by B.P.

